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Introduction. 
Let f(x,y,z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3) be a continuous real-valued function 
in R5 e The Peano existence theorem for ordinary differential 
equations has been generalized to the problem 
(1.1) 
under certain extra conditions on f. See (3) for further 
details. Kamke (1) has proved that if proper data are given 
on a non-characteristic curve and if f is Lipschitz continuous 
in the z-variables then it follows that 
uxy = f(x,y,u,ux,uy), 
has a unique solution u satisfying the given data. Here u,ux, 
uy,uxy are supposed to be continuous. 
The existence part of this theorem has been generalized 
by Walter (5.). By analogy from existence theorems for (1.1) he 
proved the existence of a solution of the Kamke problem when 
the only condition on f is the continuity and some conditions 
on the Z2- and Z3-variables weaker than Lipschitz continuityo 
Theorem 2 in section 3 below is a similar extension of theorem 
1 in (4). Theorem 1,(4), is a generalization of the Kamke 
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theorem to equations of arbitrary order and to an arbitrary 
number of independent variables. These generalizations only 
cover tipschitz continuity in the z-variables as an extra 
condition. The weaker condition of Walter type is not treated. 
The notation and some definitions are given in section 2. 
In section 3 we restate theorem 1 in (4). We also state 
theorem 2 mentioned above. Theorem 2 can be proved almost 
exactly as theorem 3 in (3), if we use the notation in (4) and 
the variant of exponential majorization used there. We shall 
not give the proof here. It should be mentioned that the 
simplicity of the proof in (3) is due to the merger of an idea 
due to L. Garding with exponential majorization. The reader 
may also consult (2) as an introduction. 
z = 
2. Preliminaries. Let x = (x 1 , ••• ,xn)c Rn and let 
N (zp ••• ,zN) E.C .By=cx(cxl' ••• ,an) we denote a multi-index 
with non-negative integers as components. If Dx = D = {o/3 , •• Xl 
ex a <Xn 
•• ,a/axn), then we write D = {a/ax 1 ) l ••• {a/axn) • We also 
write lxl = lx 1 1 +•••+lxnl, and 
a_< a<=> a. < a., 
J - J 1 ~ j ~ n. 
Definition. Let u(x) be a complex-valued function 
defined in all Rn, and let a be a multi-index. If all 
derivatives a D u, a < a exist and are continuous together 
with u itself then we say that u belongs to the function~ 
class C (a ,Rn). 
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Definition. The function f(x,z) is a complex-valued 
function defined in all RnxCN. If to every subset Kc Rn there 
exists a constant M such that 
(2.1) lf(x,z) -f(x,z')l <_Miz-z'l, N X E K, Z E: C , 
then we say that f belongs to the function class CL(O,RnxcN). 
Here we have let lz-z'l = lz 1 -z~l+ ••• +lzN-z~l. 
3. Theorems for Cauchy problems. 
We start by restating theorem 1 in (4). 
Theorem 1. Let ¢ be a continuously differentiable 
real-valued function in Rn with D j ¢ (X) > 0 , x E. Rn, 1 ~ j ~ n, 
such that to every x there exist numbers xj, such that 
<f>(x 1 , ••• ,xj-l'xj,xj+l' •• ,xn) = 0, 1 ~ j ~ n. Let f belong to 
CL(O,RnxcN). Let S and ak, 1 < k ~ N, be multiindices such 
that 
(3.1) k S > a , 1 < k < N. k a ' 
Then it follows that there exists a unique function 
u E C ( (3 ,Rn) such that 
1 N 
(3.2) D8u = f(x,Da u, ••• ,Da u), 
and 
(3.3) ¢(x) = 0, a < B' 
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We also state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let f(x,z) be a complex-valued function 
defined in Rn x eN having compact support. There exists an 
integer N', 1 < N' ~ N, and a constant M > 0 such that 
( - - ) n N x,z 1 , ••• ,zN''zN'+l'"""'zN C.R xC. 
Let a and k a ' 1 < k < N be multi-indices such that 
(3.5) 1 < j :5. n, 
and also such that 
(3.6) 1 < k < N. 
Let ~ be a function satisfying the conditions of the 
function ~ in theorem 1. 
Then it follows that there exists a function uE.C(S,Rn) 
such that 
(3.7) f(x, a' D u, ••• , 
and 
<j>(x) = o, 
As to the proof see section 1. 
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